ON TEST

CENTURY UK RAZOR 500 SE 2.4GHZ

Features
at a glance
• Pre-built helicopter with blades and
radio installed
• 2.4GHz receiver
• 2.4GHz programmable computer radio
- lots of features
• Heading hold gyro
• 60 Amp Brushless motor
• Brushless motor
• Carbon frames
• Pre-installed servos

SHARP NEW RAZOR
SO WHAT SHINY TOY DO WE HAVE BEFORE US?
WELL CENTURY UK HAVE ADDED A NEW MODEL
IN TO THEIR RANGE AND IT LOOKS TO BE A BIT
OF SHARP LITTLE MODEL. OUR DAREDEVIL TEST
PILOT, JAMIE COLE TAKES IT FOR A SPIN

A number of
issues ago we
reviewed the
Razor 400 which
was a stonking
little machine for
the money and very capable, well
here we have its bigger brother the
Razor 500.
I have recently reviewed some
other 500 machines and anyone
who has owned a 500 sized
machine (425 - 430mm sized blades
from bolt hole to tip) will know that
these are a great size. They are truly
awesome! They seem to be an ideal
size for learning, practising and just
having fun, don’t get me wrong
the 50 nitro and 90 nitro machines
are more stable and locked-in
when well set up, but the 500 sized
machines offer power to weight
ratio that is crazy combined with the
stability and predictability you need
to get on. In my opinion 450s are
great for practice, but the 500 is a
better all rounder and a must in your
collection of toys.

The Razor 500 SE is
supplied in a big box with
a useful carrying handle.
Everything is well packed

Here we have the Century 500SE
which is a top line full spec machine.
It has carbon frames, carbon
blades, brushless speedo etc. But
one unique thing here is it’s the ﬁrst
ready built machine I have seen in
this size of model, ready built with
transmitter, set up and everything.
The model comes as a complete
package excluding the ﬂight
battery and of course a charger to
charge up your battery with, other
than this it is ready to rumble and
ready for a LiPo of your choice.

BUILDING
Building literally consists of three
steps: Installing the battery with
some Velcro; Install the batteries in
to the transmitter (eight x AA); Give
it a once over and check everything
is tight etc.
There is one note for budding
pilots and this is to check the tail
gyro is installed nice and square,
when mine arrived (although Mr
Mead had already had it out of the
box) I wasn’t happy with the gyro

The SE version of the Razor 500 comes complete with
a digital transmitter and is set up and ready to ﬂy
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CENTURY UK RAZOR 500 SE 2.4GHZ
All metal blade grip
assembly - note the belt
driven tail

Note the moving ﬂybar
assembly in the centre of
the head block

Supplied heading hold
gyro with remote gain

install so remounted it on some more
double-sided tape.
As always I check these models
over and everything was to my liking
although there was a tiny amount of
vertical movement in the main shaft,
you could take this out with a minor
tweak of the top most retaining
collar, worth noting if you buy one.
So all in all it was well prepared and
ﬁnished.

MODEL OVERVIEW
First things ﬁrst with this model and
that is that it looks like a scaled and
beefed up version of its smaller
siblings, such as the Razor 400 and
even the Neon Blaze 2.4GHz. The
main comparisons are the way the
frames are stacked and the second
is the head design with the ﬂoating/
moving ﬂybar system.
So here’s a quick tour of the
model. At a ﬁrst glance this model
hit all the key points of what you
would have on your need or want
list from a 500 size model. From front
to back and bottom to top here is a
quick overview...

Supplied transmitter with digital
trims and idle switches
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The ﬁnished article with
carbon frames, blades
and prepainted canopy looks great

At the front we have a lovely prepainted glass ﬁbre canopy, which
is easy to see in the air, mounted
directly under this is the battery and
battery tray. The 2,500mAh pack we
used had plenty of space under the
canopy.
Behind the battery is the 1,600kVA
brushless motor which is mounted
bottom facing up and the pinion
facing down, the in turn drives
the main gear and a two stage
reduction to the tail take off which
is a belt drive. The centre hub of the
main gear contains the autorotation
hub/one-way bearings, this the
main shaft then drives the lower

Easy to read large LCD display screen, with
Blue backlit screen

gear which drives the tail, this is a
common set-up that you see on
most of the main stream machines.
The side frames are stacked
carbon frames, with one lower and
one upper sections. So you have
a the lower section holding the
battery mount, speed controller,
motor, receiver and then the upper
section containing the main drive
unit, boom and main shaft.
The upper section of the frames
also holds the servos which are in
a 120 degree CCPM set-up with
the roll and pitch toward the front
and elevator mounted towards the
back, all servos are mounted upright

The device is mode swappable
with in minutes and you can do it
yourself

CENTURY UK RAZOR 500 SE 2.4GHZ

Belt driven tail - carbon
ﬁns and all metal tail

Brushless motor

FLIGHT TEST

Brushless speed controller

giving a compact upper frame
design.
At the back of the frames
you have the heading hold gyro
perched on the top section of
the rear of the frames and above
the boom mount. The boom
incorporates a tail-mounted servo
with push rods and the belt tail
drive system. The tail set-up is mostly
metal with metal blade grips, metal
pitch sliders etc. We also have some
carbon tail ﬁns. From the servos up
to the head we have a metal swash
plate, and metal head, metal blade
grips and control arms.
The most interesting bit here is the

unconventional head set-up. The
centre of the head incorporates a
‘ﬂoating’ ﬂybar which rises and falls
with collective pitch movement,
we have seen this on many other
century machines over the last year
or two and it offers some thing a bit
different. All in all the appearance
of the machine, the quality of the
components out of the box are
great, it all looks tip top and as if it
should perform very, very well.
So with this in mind we move on
to the ﬂying to see if it can stand
up to some abuse and see if it is a
sheep in wolf’s clothing or a wolf in
wolf’s clothing?

These are the pictures of the ﬁrst take off, gingerly in
to the hover

Being summer time getting out for
some testing was not an issue, with
some lovely weather ahead we set
out with the intention of putting this
little well specked machine through
its paces.
A point worth noting here is that
I have changed absolutely nothing
out of the box other then the gyro
re-mount, we make a point of
using these as the manufacturer
intended, RTF (ready-to-ﬂy). This
included all settings and trims.
Hover - In idle-up normal the
model spooled up in to a gentle
hover, a nice tame head speed
that’s mellow and easy to potter
about with. A tiny amount of trim
was needed out of the box in the
form of two clicks of right aileron but
other then this it was spot on (better
then many of my builds).
I was able to slow the head
speed up massively before you get
that token slow head speed nod.
This is indicative of a nice medium
stiffness set up in the head. Too
stiff and they nod at slower head
speeds, too soft and they feel soggy

With a little right aileron trim it was locked in and
stable in the hover

even at higher head speeds.
After getting to grips with it and
having a play we popped it in to
idle up mode. The transmitter gives
you two idle up modes but they are
programmed the same out of the
box. After hitting the switch there is a
notable change up in head speed,
from sedate to proper fast. The
difference is black and white. The
model now comes alive a little more
giving that sense of a more agile
performance.
Punching the pitch in the hover
results in a respectable vertical
climb out. It is more then most will
use but nice to know you have
this on tap if you need it. All in all,
Impressive stuff bearing in mind this is
out of the box.
Forward ﬂight - Smooth,
predicable and with no nasty vices.
The fast forward ﬂight transfers in to
some lovely rolls and big fat loops. It
lapped these up and presents it self
here as a lovely smooth machine.
The controls are not snatchy or
grabby but smooth and consistent.
All in all it’s good.
3D - As far as 3D goes for me

In to idle up 2 and we were away

This machine was inverted
out of the box (this is that
ﬁrst ﬂight), with the factory
settings, within four minutes
of initial lift off
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As a 3D trainer out of the
box this machine is good

Fast forward ﬂight is predictable and stable

there are three stages of 3D: there
is the basic moves that you need to
start with such as inverted hovering,
stationary ﬂips rolls etc, then there
is the more technical 3D stuff such
as tick-tocks, piro ﬂips etc, and then
there is the ﬁnal stage where you
throw all of these things together to
give a performance that is ﬂowing
and more intense with fast changes
of direction etc.
So with the Razor 500 we started
with the ﬁrst set of manoeuvres
and sure enough out of the box
(remember no changes to any
settings) it did the lot. We had it
inverted on the ﬁrst ﬂight, rolling
and ﬂipping on the spot. All ﬁne
and out of the box, the set up was
not perfect but it was more then up
to the job.
For the more advanced 3D and
to get the tail to hold consistently
with no torque reaction we had to
tweak the settings ever so slightly.
The involved increasing the throttle
curve points to 100% at low, 90 in the
middle and 100% at the top.
The thing with electric machines
is that they have a peak RPM
dictated by the battery, motor,
motor kVA and the pinion used,
so you could run 100% across the

board (as I do with many machines)
but you can get over speed in this
scenario so we opt for the 90% in the
mid point, you could also run 80% or
90% across the board depending on
preference of head speed.
With these settings the model
was a little bit more crisp and lively
but more to the point the head
speed was more consistent offering
a more locked-in tail. With the tail
now doing as you expect we were
able to get to the next stage of the
3D repertoire of manoeuvres. So
tick-tocks and hurricanes were on
the cards and the model held up
well. It is a stable and predictable
performer making it a good 3D
trainer. Arguably it was a little
slower then I would like on the cyclic
repsonses making things like tick
tocks a little harder work but it was
okay. The tail held out well but you
could get it to let go in the extreme,
but this is an out of the box set-up,
so it is a good result.

SUPPLIED TRANSMITTER
The computerised transmitter
supplied with the more expensive
Razor 500 SE option is quite simply
great. It has a blue backlit screen
which always gets a tick in the box

TECH SPEC
Century Razor 500 SE
Product type:

500 size electric 3D
helicopter
Main rotor dia:
970mm (with 430mm
main blades)
Tail Rotor dia:
205mm (with 75mm
tail blades)
Overall length:
883mm
Flying weight:
1900g
Motor spec:
Cased Outrunner
- 1600kVA (RPM/V)
Rotorhead:
120 degree CCPM
Required battery: 6s 2500mAh pack
(test pack used was
a FlightTech Eon Lite)
RRP:
£639.99
(RTF w/o battery and charger)
£499.99
(RTF w/o Tx, battery and charger)
Available from:
UK distributor:
Tel:
Web:

All good model shops
Century UK
01795 437056
www.centuryuk.com
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The Razor 500 SE is good all
rounder for out of the box fun

from me (ﬂashing LEDs always do
it for me). The transmitter is very
intuitive and a joy to use. It has
most of what you need in an easy
to read format with graphs and
easy to use buttons.
I was even a bit cheeky and used
it to set up a new model. I did this
with no instructions, so it can’t be
too hard! The look, feel, weight size
and shape offer a nice neat little
package. I like it a lot.

THE VERDICT...
This is a high spec little machine with
a lot to offer. It’s well made out of
the factory and well set up out of
the factory. The model has most
upgrades you would ever need or
want, such as the all metal head
and all metal tail, meaning as an
all in package its great value. The
transmitter is also good.
As an all round good machine
out of the box that is 3D capable
this is a good package, it may lack
that extreme zingy ﬂicky appeal
that some may require or want, but
as an overall package its great.
I don’t really have anythimng
negative to say about it as it is a
good all-rounder.
Initialy I thought the price tag

was high but in reality when you
add together the spec of the
machine, the included good
quality computer radio gear and
the fact it is very well set up out of
the box it’s a good little package.

WOULD I?
This is one of the few 500 size models
available in the market place that
is ready to rumble with transmitter
and a fully prepared and built
machine. Sure there are some 450
size machines, but if you want that
carbon ﬁbre, ready to rumble option
in a 500 size machine then you have
virtually no other options.
So it is in a niche all of its own? If
you are new to the hobby then this
is an interesting and viable option.
The transmitter would see you
through to other models and see
you further in to the hobby which
adds to its appeal.
The Razor 500 SE isn’t the
cheapest model around, but it
does come ready-to-ﬂy and with a
decent quality radio and would be
a wise buy for the right person. If you
did decide to invest, you wouldn’t
be disappointed.

Jamie Cole

